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We have now succeeded in developing a next-generation machine

platform, while staying true to our mission of providing our customers
with the most innovative products and services.
Our two-platen hybrids offer:

• Energy consumption equivalent to all-electrics
• Smallest footprint with largest daylight
• Increased mold life
• Cleanliness

• Low maintenance
Having begun shipping machines for test purpose in 2012, we will deliver approximately 20
this year. The first stack mold carrier-equipped machine is complete, and in partnership with
SIPA we are releasing a 300 metric ton preform machine.

As a result of outstanding customer response, and in line with our vision of becoming a leader
in customization, we are implementing the following measures:

• July 2014: Streamlining of our current facility for a capacity of 4 to 6 machines per month
• 2014:

Implementing service and spare parts infrastructure to handle global

• 2015:

Building a $40 million Systems Center for just-in-time machine customization

installation, training and support requests
(ground breaking in May 2014)

• 2014–2015: Continued option development for customization – e.g. rotary cube, in-mold
assembly, higher-speed injection, roundtables for multi-material, and highspeed robots with specialized tooling

These are exciting times at Athena. On behalf of the Schad family and our employee
shareholders, I am looking forward to building lasting relationships.

Robert D. Schad
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Systems Center

The new 155,000 square foot (14,400 m2) facility will allow Athena to:
• Ship more customized machines starting in 2016
• Assemble higher-tonnage machines

• Showcase LIGHTSOUT™ plant engineering services

Building features:
• Dedicated area for mold trials and extended runs

• Quality control lab with state-of-the-art inspection equipment
• Automated high-density part storage system

• 41% more energy efficient than new industrial buildings
• High efficiency resin conveying and drying systems
• Dedicated chiller for each machine testing station

• 125-seat health-conscious cafeteria with landscaped outdoor patio, a modern fitness
center, and a medical office

Existing building
New building

Southeast view of Systems Center

Land for
future
expansion
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Preform machines are sold and serviced exclusively by SIPA of Italy under the XFORM brand.
A 300 metric ton machine for up to 96 cavities has now been added to the existing 150-ton, 48cavity machine. Key features are:

• Low energy consumption

• Small footprint

• Legacy mold compatibility

• Low noise level

• Short cycle time

• Quick mold change-over

• Simplicity and accessibility
• Low maintenance

Preform

machine

robots

now

have

improved service routing and the base can
accommodate

more

pumps,

higher speed injection applications.

A300 Stack Mold Carrier

allowing

Highlights:

• Increases total mold weight by
approximately 70% to 9,500 kg

• Separate rails provide flexibility and
allow a wide bearing stance

• Full access from both sides and top
• Driven by patented bottom-

mounted mechanical linkages

• Mold water and hydraulic manifold
attached to the carrier

• Same basic configuration used for
rotary cubes
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Service and Spare Parts
Service and spare parts policy:

• Athena respects customers' choice to work with any mold or auxiliary equipment supplier
and will provide support for systems integration

• Local service will be available for all machines sold

• Open spare parts policy – customers may choose to purchase non-Athena OEM parts

directly from the manufacturer. Part source is clearly identified in the machine handbook.

• All parts are kept in inventory and priced fairly

• 15-month full warranty and extended 37-month warranty on Athena-designed parts
• 37 months of no-charge internet-based remote service

Service team:

• Worldwide SIPA locations have trained personnel for handling preform system service
• Our service technicians handle all other installation, training, and support requests

Each machine is provided with:

• Site preparation, installation, operation, and maintenance manuals
• Electrical and hydraulic schematics

• Machine-specific handbook including part list and exploded views

Service Engineer Rafal Doroszuk
(left) and Service Technician
Ruben Freire level a machine.
Rafal holds a Mechanical
Engineering Degree and has more
than 13 years process and project
engineering experience from
working in the automotive sector for
companies like FIAT and Magna.

Contact

For any inquiries contact Jim Overbeeke, Vice-President of Sales,

at +1 (905) 265-0277 ext. 2051 or joverbeeke@athenaautomation.com.
Athena Automation Ltd. • 372 New Enterprise Way, Vaughan, ON L4H 0S8, Canada
www.athenaautomation.com
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